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ABSTRACT
The quality and storage life of fruits and vegetables are 

extremely challenging to predict. Immediately after harvest, the 
field heat from fruits and vegetables must be removed in order 
to retard the degenerative biochemical activities within the 
produce. Moreover they need to be stored under refrigerated 
conditions until they are consumed. There has been an interest 
in the use of mathematical models for optimizing the operation, 
design and control of postharvest storage systems. These 
mathematical models are applied to predict the physical and 
chemical phenomena that take place during postharvest 
handling of horticultural products. Nowadays, with the 
availability of more powerful computers at a reasonable price, 
it is feasible to investigate the details of the flow behavior in 
large-scale postharvest storage systems involving refrigerated 
storage and modified atmospheric storage systems. In this paper 
an overview of advances in the application of mathematical 
models for predicting and optimizing fluid flow, heat and mass 
transfer and associated phenomena during postharvest storage 
of horticultural products is presented.

INTRODUCTION
 Post-harvest storage systems are mostly used to preserve 

quality of agricultural and horticultural products by minimising 
respiratory heat generation, retarding the ripening process, and 
preventing moisture loss and microbial spoilage [1,  2]. 
Different methods of post harvest storage are available these 
include: bin storage, bag storage, controlled atmospheric 
storage, modified atmospheric packaging, room cooling, 
forced-air cooling, vacuum cooling, hydro cooling and package 
icing. Due to its flexibility, efficiency and low cost, forced-air 
cooling is the most commonly used method [3] for horticultural 
products. Forced-air systems commonly consist of a cooling 
unit assembly with cooling coils in which the refrigerant is 
circulated and a fan that forces cooling air over the coils and on 
to the stacked product. 

Process and pricing knowledge at each marketing stage 
from the packinghouse to the retail outlet are frequently hard to 
determine, due to the proprietary nature of the relevant 
information. Based on general available knowledge, a plausible 

mechanism of occurring processes has to be assumed, and 
tested against available data as good as possible. To ensure full 
generic applicability of the developed models, the conversion 
of mechanisms into differential equations can be and has to be 
conducted by applying the fundamental rules of chemical 
kinetics and physics. From the differential equations to 
practical models, useful for standard statistical analysis,  is only 
a minor and easy step.

Of course, the selected mechanisms are most of the time 
massive simplifications of the real mechanisms at work. 
Selecting appropriate mechanisms for testing is therefore of 
utmost importance, but equally of utmost difficulty. These 
models provide information and knowledge about the evolution 
of properties and quality attributes and implement the use of 
completely different frameworks in preharvest and postharvest 
quality analyses [4]. 

Classification Postharvest storage models
Systems of modelling available today are primarily based 

on processes known or assumed to take place in the products. 
Many models are used with different pathogens to reduce 
fungicide application in crops such as pears, tropical fruits and 
vegetables. However,  some models have been developed for 
other purposes such as those used in citrus to indicate residue 
levels, interaction between chemicals, and degree of sanitation 
needed in the packinghouse [1]. In general post-harvest storage 
systems are modelled based on one or more of the physical, 
chemical and biological phenomenon affecting the quality 
changes in the food material during  storage [4]. These models 
can be deterministic,  statistical or stochastic based on the 
modelling approach and/or data source.  Figure 1 shows the 
general classification of post-harvest storage modelling.

 
Deterministic models

The resulting quality in the postharvest chain, is primarily 
generated during the growth of the agricultural commodity. 
However, quality attributes of interest for growing are not the 
same as for storage and consumption. As a consequence, it is 
not clearly known how storage and consumption quality is 
actually produced [5]. The fact that postharvest quality 
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attributes are ill defined during the growth phase and that no 
sufficient accurate measuring methods are available does not 
improve the situation. Appropriate properties can therefore not 
be studied directly: all growing fruits are hard and most of them 
are green at any stage of growth. The riddle must therefore be 
tackled in  indirect ways. This is where deterministic simulation 
models are very useful.

NOMENCLATURE

DM [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Dry Matter
E [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Enzyme
SE [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Enzyme Precursor
Ep [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Inactive Enzyme Precursor
SEp [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Active Enzyme Precursor
ke [mol/min] Rate constant for Enzyme formation reaction
kg [mol/min] Rate constant for Dry matter generation
kdg [mol/min] Rate constant for Dry matter degeneration
kep [mol/min] Rate constant for Enzyme precursor formation
ks [mol/min] Rate constant for Firmness decay
T [K] Temperature
t [days] Storage time
Rthr [mol/m3] Molar concentration of Free Radicals
ki [mol/min] Rate constant of influx of free radicals from photosynthesis 

and respiration
kr [mol/min] Rate constant of scavenging
ks [mol/min] Rate constant of chilling injury
Sc [mol/m3] Molar concentration of scavengers
M [mol/m3] Membrane Concentration
tm [days] Biological time
tmfix [days] Biological time component - the same as actual time
tmvar [days] Biological time component - influenced by storage factors
kv [day-1] Number of tomatoes turning red per day
Fruitnr - Total number of tomatoes
a [-] Hunter a value
b [-] Hunter b value
H [-] Hue value of the tomatoes at time t
Hmg [-] Hue value of the mature green tomatoes storage
Hrr [-] Hue value of the red ripe tomatoes
H0 [-] Initial Hue value of the tomatoes taken for storage
α [-] [mm]
d [mm] Depth of Penetration of penetrometer

Figure 1: General classification of modelling of postharvest 
storage

Both agricultural and horticultural products can be handled 
either in large bulks or placed inside larger or smaller 
containers or packages. These handling and storage systems 

usually have vents that allow for the flow of cooling air to the 
produce. The cooling efficiency depends on the flow resistance 
that is induced by the container and the product as well as the 
distribution of macropores in the bulk [6-8]. Non-homogeneous 
flow of air inside the bulk may cause uneven cooling and 
resulting uneven product quality [9, 10]. Generally the transport 
phenomena (airflow, heat and mass transfer, etc.) during 
cooling of horticultural products are complex; mathematical 
models are recommended to better understand and design 
refrigerated as well as controlled atmospheric storage systems.  
An alternative potato model uses the production of volatiles in 
storage by potatoes to predict duration of safe storage.

As the macroscopic averaged properties obey the 
macroscopic equations, mathematical models are being 
extensively used in many desired areas to analyse or improve 
an existing process and design. Though it is a powerful 
technique to develop new designs, modelling techniques are 
usually computationally intensive. In the agro-food area, 
mathematical models are being used to optimise and develop 
equipment and operational strategies,  and their use has grown 
exponentially over the last decade [1].

Mechanistic Models
Tijskens [11] modelled the postharvest quality as a function 

of the Preharvest Conditions. Their assumptions for the 
production of dry matter (DM) were
• DM is considered as the total of nutritional (sugars) and 

structural (cellulose, pectin) compounds.
• The accumulation of DM is catalysed by some enzyme (E) 

out of the daily made photosynthesis assimilates (reaction 1 
in eq 1). 

• The active enzyme is formed out of a limited amount of 
enzyme precursor (SE) by autocatalytic formation (reaction 2 
in eq 1). 

• The DM is concurrently converted into structural 
biopolymers like pectins and cellulose and consumed in 
maintenance and respiration reactions (reaction 3 in eq 1). 

The resulting mechanism could look like eq. 1. 
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This mechanism can be converted into a set of differential equations as shown in eq 2. 
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For values of parameters shown in Table 1 entirely imaginary values were used. 
The behaviour of DM accumulation during growth looks as an asymmetrical sigmoidal 
curve as shown in. This resembles pretty much the usually observed increase of total dry 
matter in growing plant parts and fruits (Marcelis and Heuvelink 1990, De Koning 1994). 
The interesting aspect of this mechanism is that the eventually reached maximum level of 
dry matter only depends on the ratio of the rate constants kg/kdg, and not on any of the 
initial conditions (parameters with index 0 in Table 1). Since these rate constants do 
depend on temperature according to Arrhenius law, this signifies that the maximal 
obtainable level of dry matter depends on the temperature history during growth. It has 
been reported (De Koning 1994) that the level of dry matter in fruits decreases with 
increasing temperature during growth. This implies that the temperature susceptibility 
(activation energy) for the maintenance reaction (kdg) is larger than for the production 
reactions (ke and kg). 
 
Firmness Behaviour with Harvest Maturity 

Applying the same model to firmness development (substituting DM for F), a 
similar behaviour is obtained (Fig 1). It should be stressed here that dry matter is usually 
expressed as absolute mass. However, as the absolute amount of dry matter and the 
absolute amount of firmness generating compounds like cellulose and pectins, increases 
during growth, the amount of water also increases. Expressed on a fresh weight basis, the 
dry matter of fruits decreases somewhat over the growth period (Ehret and Ho 1986). No 
data are available to support this deduction for firmness. So, it is very likely that the 
firmness, expressed as concentration, does hardly change during the production period up 
to the moment ripening at the three starts. For the amount or concentration of enzymes 
important in postharvest quality decay, even less is known. But certainly, these levels will 
increase with increasing fruit maturity.  

A possible mechanism could be the formation of an inactive enzyme precursor 
(Ep) during growth that is gradually converted into an active enzyme (E) during storage 
(eq 3) catalysing firmness (F) decay. 
 

   (1)

They converted this mechanism into a set of differential 
equations as shown in eq 2.
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  (2)

A possible mechanism for the firmness (F) decay was also 
proposed by Tijskens [11], as the formation of an inactive 
enzyme precursor (Ep) during growth that is gradually 
converted into an active enzyme (E) during storage (eq 3) 
catalysing firmness (F) decay. 
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The effect of harvest time ranging from 12 (dark line) to 40 (light line) is shown in 
Fig. 3 (enzyme) and Fig. 4 (Firmness). The applied values for the parameters are shown 
in Table 2. As can be seen, the moment of harvest, or better the development stage of the 
product, has a marked effect on postharvest behaviour of firmness, but no effect on the 
initial firmness. The same general behaviour has been observed and described for 
accelerated firmness decrease in apples after prolonged CA storage (Tijskens et al. 1999). 

 
Physiological Disorders  
 
1. Chilling Injury. The occurrence and effects of chilling injury for bell peppers and 
cucumbers was modelled by Tijskens et al. (1994a, 1994b) as a kind of deferred action, 
where the seeds of chilling injury were induced by free radicals during cold storage, 
which subsequently show up during post-storage shelf-life exposure. Radicals are 
generated in all living individuals, plant and animal, as an inherent part of respiration and 
photosynthesis. To prevent damage by accumulating free radicals, scavenging systems are 
present in all species. The activity of this scavenging system, that is the specific rate 
constant of scavenging (kr), multiplied by the molar concentration of the scavenging 
compounds (Sc) like e.g. antioxidants and specialised enzymes, almost certainly depends 
on the growing conditions and harvest maturity. In the case of bell peppers and 
cucumbers, it has been deduced that the threshold level of free radicals, that is the amount 
of free radical that just can be scavenged without doing damage, depends on this level of 
the scavenging system (eq 4). 
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where ki is the rate constant of influx of free radicals from photosynthesis and respiration, 
kr is the rate constant of scavenging, ks the rate constant of formation of chilling injury, Sc 
is the level of available scavengers and M is the (constant) amount of membranes present. 
The larger the scavenging efficiency (krSc) is the less free radicals (Rthr) can exert 
damage to the product. In Figure 5 an example is shown of the accumulation of free 
radicals. To get some reliable prediction of possible occurrence of chilling injury, we 
need to know how these antioxidants are produced and stored during growth, and we need 
means to assess and measure the levels of these compounds. 
2. Ca Related Disorders. Recently a research proposal has been submitted to EU that 
reflects the need to understand in a more generic fashion how calcium deficiency affects a 
number of physiological disorders like bitter pit, blossom-end rot and tipburn. In this 
proposal it is stated that: “Within Europe the occurrence of calcium-related disorders 
(CaRD) causes heavy losses in a wide range of fresh produce and a consequent loss in 
revenue for all those involved in the production chain. The magnitude of the losses varies 
from year to year and between consignments and is largely unpredictable. There is a need 
for a model capable of predicting the occurrence and intensity of calcium-related 
disorders for all types of fruits and vegetables.”  

The action of Ca is believed to be generic in all plant tissue, only different in 
apparent effect as a consequence of different levels of important compounds. One of the 
reasons for these different levels is expected to be the actual growing conditions of the 
produce. 
1. Core and Internal Brown. Studying internal browning in pears (cvs Rocha and 
Conference), Veltman et al. (1999a, 1999b, 2000) found a relation between the 
occurrence and incidence of this physiological disease and the concentration of ascorbic 
acid in the tissue (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). Ascorbic acid is known to be a very effective 
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The same general behaviour has been observed and 
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   (4)
where ki is the rate constant of influx of free radicals from 
photosynthesis and respiration, kr is the rate constant of 
scavenging, ks the rate constant of formation of chilling injury, 
Sc is the level of available scavengers and M is the (constant) 
amount of membranes present.  The larger the scavenging 
efficiency (kr·Sc) is the less free radicals (Rthr) can exert 
damage to the product.

Kinetic Models
Different modelling approaches have been proposed for 

predicting fluid flow, heat and mass transfer during cooling, 
storage, transportation and display of horticultural products. 
Three categories can be distinguished. A most common 
approach is computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In this 
method the appropriate geometry is discretised and the 
governing partial differential equations (Navier–Stokes 
equations) for conservation of mass, momentum and energy are 
solved [1, 3] on a discrete mesh on the geometry. 

Usually a numerical method such as the finite volume 
method or the finite element method would be used for finding 
the solutions. Another popular approach is the zonal method, 
where the system is assumed to be a set of well mixed zones of 
homogeneous composition, and the representative partial 
differential equations are simplified as ordinary differential 
equations. These equations are used to describe mass and 
energy exchanges between zones. Finally, the third approach 
uses a relatively new class of computational techniques, namely 
the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)[14,15]. 

In this model,  instead of solving the macroscopic Navier–
Stokes equations a certain volume of fluid is represented by a 

collection of fictive particles; during motion particles can 
collide on a regular lattice obeying the fundamental 
conservation laws [16]. LBM uses simplified kinetic models 
that incorporate the essential physics of microscopic processes 
so that the macroscopic averaged properties obey the desired 
laws. This is useful to build representative macroscopic 
equations. LBM is gaining interest as an alternative to 
expensive, difficult and demanding set of experiments as well 
as the CFD model for modelling post-harvest storage processes, 
due to its low computational power requirement and reasonable 
accuracy. Nonetheless the traditional CFD approach is the 
primary methodology of choice [17].

Packing houses and other essential players in the supply 
chain would benefit from simulation models evaluating 
potential investments in equipment and the adoption of 
procedures that improve quality levels by discarding defective 
items. The early removal of defective items would improve 
performance of the total supply chain by avoiding costs for 
handling, storage and transportation for defective items which 
are eventually discarded at some point in the supply chain. 
However, consistently higher prices for improved quality is 
needed before a business could be expected to invest in changes 
that reduced the amount of product shipped as a result of 
removing low quality items. A search of existing literature did 
not reveal any simulation models with adequate details of the 
post-harvest handling process to evaluate the feasibility of 
adding procedures or equipment for improved sorting of 
defective items. 

Statistical Models
In general biological products have large variability 

especially within the sample population. Moreover, 
repeatability of the measurement is related to the measurement 
error induced by the equipment. Repeatability of the devices 
are usually defined as the standard error of mean of the multiple 
measurements on a single fruit divided by the mean firmness, 
multiplied by 100 (%). In general, variability below 10% 
indicate a good repeatability. Statistical models are usually 
empirical in nature and its accuracy generally depend on the 
size of sample population and the variance of the measured 
data. Therefore data based regression models are the most 
commonly used statistical models for post harvest operations.

For example, the colour of tomato changes during ripening 
according to a sigmoidal behaviour that frequently can be 
described by the statistically derived logistic function [18]. 
Each tomato however, has its own stage of development, 
expressed as biological time tm as given by (eq 5). 
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scavenger of oxygen free radicals. Different storage regimes like enhanced carbon 
dioxide and reduced oxygen partial pressures differently affect the decrease of ascorbic 
acid in the tissue after harvest. This is in accordance with the general observation that a 
decrease of the respiration rate (by the lower availability of oxygen), involves a decrease 
in the activity of several other physiological processes as well. Storage at enhanced 
carbon dioxide levels results in less a predictable picture; ascorbic acid levels are 
normally decreased by a factor 2-3 (at 5-10 kPa), while the respiration rate is not 
necessarily reduced. This suggests a possible negative effect of carbon dioxide on the 
anabolic route leading to ascorbic acid. 

What is more relevant to the framework of this paper, is firstly that the appearance 
of the internal browning disorder among other factors depended on harvest (see several 
picking times in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7), and secondly on the amount of ascorbic acid present in 
affected pears. Maturity of the fruit depends on harvest time, but interestingly maturity 
stage after ripening on the shelf does not or nearly not seems to affect ascorbic acid 
concentrations. For understanding the behaviour of internal browning in pears of different 
growing seasons and of pears from different orchards in one season, the production of 
antioxidants like ascorbic acid in growing plants and fruits should be described.   

 
Quality Variation in Truss Tomatoes 

The colour of tomato changes during ripening according to a sigmoidal behaviour 
that frequently can be described by the logistic function (Tijskens & Evelo 1994c). Each 
tomato however, has its own stage of development, expressed as biological time tm. 

In a large dataset on truss tomatoes, the colour of tomatoes of two cultivars 
(Durinta and Clothilde) harvested at three development stages (green, breaker and ripe) 
was followed individually during storage. All data could be analysed together, only 
allowing for separate values for the time at harvest tm. The mean value of tm was of 
course highly correlated with the maturity stage at harvest: the later the harvest time, the 
higher the obtained tm value (Fig. 8). 

)tmt(k
minmax

min
e1

CC
CC

+⋅+

−
+=  eq 5 

However, the variation around the obtained mean (difference between actual and 
mean tm value) showed striking similarities irrespective of the maturity at harvest (Fig. 
9). Analysing the difference to the mean value (see Table 3), all differences show the 
same behaviour (eq 6) as function of the location of the tomato in the truss with an 
explained part (R2

adj) of well over 93%. 
Fruitnrk

varfix
vetmtmtm ⋅⋅+=  eq 6 

Apparently, the variation in maturity in tomatoes does not depend on the cultivar 
or the actual ripeness of the individuals. For normal, non-truss tomatoes, it is quite likely 
that the same relations hold, what would indicate that in batches of tomatoes, always the 
same variation and distribution in properties is present, irrespective of the maturity and 
cultivar. So, this is actually an example of the contrary of what we hoped and expected to 
find. It would also indicate that for tomatoes, the actual growing conditions are not that 
important for the behaviour of colour. Most probably, the mechanism of growing colour 
and the associated enzymes is such, at least for tomatoes, that it affects only in a minor 
way the behaviour of colour in the post harvest storage. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

In all these examples, the seeds of postharvest behaviour are generated during the 
growing period. The different conditions of growth (climate, radiation, rainfall, soil type, 
fertilisation, maturity at harvest etc.) have their effect on the available levels of substrates, 
precursors and enzymes. During subsequent storage, these different levels of available 
compounds will induce, each by their own mechanism, different behaviour of a vast range 
of product properties and related quality attributes.  

  (5)
In a large dataset on truss tomatoes, the colour of tomatoes 

of two cultivars (Durinta and Clothilde) harvested at three 
development stages (green, breaker and ripe) was followed 
individually during storage. All data could be analysed together, 
only allowing for separate values for the time at harvest tm. The 
mean value of tm was of course highly correlated with the 
maturity stage at harvest: the later the harvest time, the higher 
the obtained tm value

Thorne and Segurajauregui Alvarez [19] applied a 
statistically derived logistic equation to the change of the ratio 
of Hunter values (a/b). Thai et al. [20] applied also the logistic 
equation to Hue values (tan-l(b/a)) but greatly improved the 
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model by application of an individual correction for biological 
age. Both authors, however, use the logarithmic transformation 
of the logistic function for Tomatoes.
Equation of Thorne et al. [19]
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3. Results  and discussion 

Modelling 
Colour in the Hunter system is expressed by L, a and b values. The Hunter a 

value ranges from green (negative) to red (positive). The Hunter b value ranges 
from blue (negative) to yellow (positive). Possibilities for expressing colour or one 
of its aspects are L, a, b, a/b ,  Chroma = ~ + b a or Hue = tan - l (b /a )  (see e.g. 
Thai et al., 1990; Hunter, 1975; Francis and Clydesdale, 1975). 

According to Thai et al. (1990), the total complex of colour should be expressed 
in Hue, Chroma and L values. 

For practical purposes, a simpler combination should be sufficient and possible. 
In the Netherlands, a simple visual scale on cards showing predefined colour stages, 
is used at auctions and wholesale markets. The colours on the cards range from 
1 = dark green to 12 = dark red. The colour scale is published and supported 
by the Dutch Central Bureau for Auctions (CBT). The correlation between the 
visually evaluated colour and Hunter a value for a large range of tomatoes, is very 
high (P. Struylaert, personal communication, 1987). For describing and predicting 
the scaling and assessment of tomato colour at auction sites, the a value should 
therefore be sufficient. For describing the phenomenon of yellowing, the b value 
should be included. 

Based on this reasoning and the observed behaviour of the colour values, 
statistical analysis is restricted to the measured a, b and a /b  values. 

Thorne and Segurajauregui Alvarez (1982) applied a logistic equation to the 
change of the ratio of Hunter values (a/b).  Thai et al. (1990) applied also the 
logistic equation to Hue values ( tan- l (b /a ) )  but greatly improved the model by 
application of an individual correction for biological age. Both authors, however, 
use the logarithmic transformation of logistic type formula. 

Equation of Thorne and Segurajauregui Alvarez (1982): 

6.17. t  (a /b - - (_a /bmg~  = 4 . 5 4 + - -  (1) 
In \ (a/b)rr -- a/b , I  27.5 - T 

Equation of Th~ et al. (1990): 

( Hmg - H ~ [ Hmg - Ho ) 
ln \ H _ Hrr ] = ln t -~o ---H--~r + ct . t (2) 

where t = time, T = temperature, ot = reaction rate depending on temperature, H 
= Hue = tan -1(b/a);  subscripts: 0 indicates starting value (at t = 0), mg the value 
at mature green stage (at t = -c~),  and rr the value at ripe red stage (at t = +c~). 

The second equation was derived from the first equation, and the interpretation 
of the parameters is almost the same. In the equation of Thai et al. (1990) the 
expression 

/ ' n m g  - H0'~ 
In t ~oo 7.S-H-~ ) 

constitutes a time correction for each individual tomato fruit based on its initial 

  (6)

Equation of Thai et al. [20]
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 (7)

Many early attempts to evaluate the welfare impacts of 
postharvest research adopted a simple value of output model. 
The model used in these attempts relies on estimates of the 
expected change in output after the research impact and found 
the gains as this output change valued at the consumer 
commodity price. It can be readily shown that this model is a 
special case and implicitly makes assumptions which are, in 
most cases, not realistic.  More importantly estimates found 
using this model are likely to over-estimate the research gains. 
Some evaluation studies still seem to adopt this simple model.

Stochastic Models
A comprehensive review of processes relevant to post-

harvest handling systems was presented by Thai [21]. They 
pointed out the potential benefits of the systems approach to 
analyse post-harvest systems, and highlighted several 
characteristics of generic post-harvest systems. An issue related 
to post-harvest handling that has been largely ignored within 
the distribution channel is the damage to fruits or vegetables 
that is not apparent through immediate visual inspection [22, 
23]. Damage is often latent, meaning that it will appear at some 
point in the system, such as in a retail outlet or consumer's 
home. Fruits with latent damage incur costs associated with 
transportation and handling in the system until the damage is 
detected and the produce discarded.The presence or absence of 
latent damage is highly stochastic due to differences in the 
product,  position of items in a flow or container, temperature 
histories, and other handling conditions.

As compared to the models in literature, the utility of the 
model is greatly increased for application at a wider range in 
temperature and a wider range in initial maturity. Reliability of 
the parameter estimation is increased by application of non-
linear regression techniques without transformation.

Decision Support Systems
The availability of experts and expertise in handling and 

storage of different types of grains,  fresh fruits and vegetables 
is limited and there are a number of practical problems in 
applying one’s expertise [24]. Furthermore,  Jones [25] 
expressed the concern that various budget cuts may also affect 
the availability and quality of experts. It is,  therefore, suggested 
that these problems can be alleviated with the development of 
computer systems which could be used to mimic the reasoning 
processes of experts [24-26]. Expert knowledge can be captured 
for use in the artificial intelligence tools, such as expert systems 
(ES), which can include knowledge from a variety of sources, 

including, human experts, research results and government 
policy [27]. As computers are omnipresent these days, a 
decision support system can help in making decisions and may 
provide supervisory control ranging from a small house to a 
huge warehouse. No single approach for decision support 
system in this regard is proven satisfactory. Hence a synergistic 
combination of statistics and research developed models with a 
stochastic approach for the decision making process was tried 
and a prototype developed by Dev et al [28].

Decision support systems (DSS) are computer programs 
that contain the encoded knowledge of experts. This knowledge 
is contained in applications such as simulation models, expert 
systems, databases, or spreadsheets [27]. DSS are designed to 
automate data analysis and to perform complex decision-
making through the use of human-like reasoning [29]. DSS can 
best be summarized as being a tool used "to increase the 
decision-making power of the human by providing easy access 
to useful data, information and knowledge" [30].  The 
architecture of DSS exposes the user to the decision-making 
process and the reasoning behind a decision. From the 
developers perspective, since knowledge is encoded in a 
straightforward fashion, it more easily allows for the discovery 
of weaknesses in the knowledge base and to better pinpoint 
areas where further research is needed [29].  Another spinoff 
from DSS development is that it brings researchers and 
producers together which increases the effectiveness of 
research and development [31]. Dev et al [32] developed a 
decision support system framework for post harvest handling 
and storage of fresh fruits and vegetables using a synergistic 
combination of stochastic and statistical approaches on pre-
existing predictive models in the literature.  and evaluated its 
effectiveness for the common green house tomato cultivar 
(Durintha). Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of the 
DSS developed by Dev et al. [28] and Figure 3 shows the user 
input screen of the same DSS where the user can give 
subjective input. 

Figure 2 Framework of the DSS developed by developed 
by Dev et al [28].
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Input & Output Interfaces

Backend Calculations
Color:

Where are the ratios of Hunter
values for the sample,for mature green and red ripe tomatoes
respectively, t is time and T is temperature.

Texture:

Where d is the Depth of penetration of the penetrometer probe

Figure 3 User interface for the DSS [28]

The shelf life of the tomatoes were predicted using the 
change in colour and firmness during storage. For predicting 
the colour of tomatoes equation (6) [19] was used and for 
predicting the firmness equation (8) [33] was used

  

Input & Output Interfaces

Backend Calculations
Color:

Where are the ratios of Hunter
values for the sample,for mature green and red ripe tomatoes
respectively, t is time and T is temperature.

Texture:

Where d is the Depth of penetration of the penetrometer probe

   (8)
Dynamic modelling of keeping quality is possible provided 

the dynamic changes in temperature are not excessive over the 
storage and distribution period. Every model developed has its 
own limitations among which the specificity of the applicable 
conditions stand most predominant. A Decision Support 
System(DSS) is any tool used to improve the process of 
decision making in complex systems particularly where 
information is uncertain or incomplete. Applying the models 
include supplying values for the input variables which is always 
an objective measurement. Many times when applying the 
models for practical cases, no single model will prove 
satisfactory. Thus a Decision Support System which can 
statistically analyse the subjective data from a sample 
population and predicted results and display the final result as a 
range instead of a single value will prove very effective and 
reliable. Figure 4 shows the output screenshot of the DSS [32].

CONCLUSION 

There is a need to develop more holistic models for use in 
postharvest storage.  Further development is also needed for 
specific models that operate in the field prior to harvest similar 
to those presently used. Instrumentation for the operation of 
these models and software needs to be kept up to date as 
disease control methods change. Furthermore these models 
should be extended to crops and diseases where they are now 
lacking. The example of the grain ecosystem model is the best 
example of how holistic postharvest storage models for other 
commodities should be designed. These models need to be 

developed with a full multidisciplinary compliment of 
researchers and thoroughly validated.

Input & Output Interfaces

Backend Calculations
Color:

Where are the ratios of Hunter
values for the sample,for mature green and red ripe tomatoes
respectively, t is time and T is temperature.

Texture:

Where d is the Depth of penetration of the penetrometer probe

Figure 4 Output screenshot of the DSS [32]

For extensive development and application of decision 
support systems, availability of established models itself is a 
big limiting factor.  All the available Predictive Models used 
have their own limitations which in turn affect the precision of 
the results. Other storage conditions like Controlled and 
Modified atmospheric storage may be included in the 
calculations and recommendations. 

It is clear that the application of statistics to model based 
decision support systems will bring out more reliable results 
than the ones with statistics.  The recommended number of 
samples is based on the variance and standard deviation 
calculated from the available data. Also the greater the number 
of samples the better will be the accuracy.
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